
BAYESIAN LEARNING

MESTRADO PROFISSIONAL EM ECONOMIA - 2024-II

HEDIBERT FREITAS LOPES

Homework 1

Due date: May 7th, 2024, 7:30pm

Homework Guidelines:

• Please submit either your handwritten or typed file in PDF or HTML. In case of
typing, it is suggested to use Rmarkdown.

• The file must be a single PDF/HTML document for submission to the TA’s email
at Luizatv@insper.Edu.Br

• Students should follow the deadlines for submissions.

• This first homework assignment should be done individually.
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1. Last year, researchers from the United Kingdom analyzed a series of published
studies on commercial antigen tests. The study included 24,087 samples, of
which 7,415 had tested positive for Sars-CoV-2 (https://noticias.r7.com/
saude/testes-rapidos-de-covid-tem-maior-risco-de-falso-negativo-

08012022).

According to the study, in people with symptoms, the tests had an average of
72% accuracy in diagnosis. However, there was still a possibility, in this case,
of 28% of patients infected with the coronavirus having a false negative.

False positive cases are rare. The British researchers concluded that when the
test confirms the infection, the result is correct 99.6% of the time. According
to the research, consider the following probabilities:

P (X = 1|θ = 0) = 1%
P (X = 0|θ = 1) = 28%
P (X = 1,Y = 1|θ = 0) = 0,01%
P (X = 1,Y = 1|θ = 1) = 51,84%

. (1)

(a) The prevalence of Covid in my mother’s age group is 0.1571%, i.e., the
accumulated scientific knowledge is that P (θ = 1). What is the posterior
probability of her having Covid after two independent tests, X and Y, come
back positive, P (θ = 1|X = 1,Y = 1)?

(b) Even after two independent tests came back positive, my mother is 90%
sure she doesn’t have Covid.
With this level of posterior certainty, what implicit prior would she have
to have for such a statement?

2. Our word choices can reflect where we live. For example, suppose you’re
watching an interview of somebody that lives in the United States. Without
knowing anything about this person, U.S. Census figures provide prior infor-
mation about the region in which they might live: the Midwest (M), Northeast
(N), South (S), or West (W):

P r(region =M) = 0.21
P r(region =N ) = 0.17
P r(region = S) = 0.38
P r(region =W ) = 0.24

. (2)

Notice that the South is the most populous region and the Northeast the least.
Thus, based on population statistics alone, there’s a 38% prior probability that
the interviewee lives in the South.

But then, you see the person point to a fizzy cola drink and say “please pass
my pop.” Though the country is united in its love of fizzy drinks, it’s divided in
what they’re called, with common regional terms including “pop,” “soda,” and
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“coke.” This data, i.e., the person’s use of “pop,” provides further information
about where they might live. To evaluate this data, we can examine the pop vs
soda dataset which includes 374250 responses to a volunteer survey conducted
at popvssoda.com. 

P r(say = pop|region =M) = 0.6447
P r(say = pop|region =N ) = 0.2734
P r(say = pop|region = S) = 0.0792
P r(say = pop|region =W ) = 0.2943

. (3)

(a) Show that there is a 28.26% chance that a person in the U.S. uses the
word “pop”.

(b) Considering the fact that 38% of people live in the South but that “pop”
is relatively rare to that region, what’s the posterior probability that the
interviewee lives in the South?

(c) Update our understanding of the interviewee living in the Midwest, North-
east, or West.

3. A 2017 Pew Research survey found that 10.2% of LGBT adults in the U.S. were
married to a same-sex spouse. Now it’s the 2023s, and Pamela guesses that π,
the percent of LGBT adults in the U.S. who are married to a same-sex spouse,
has most likely increased to about 15% but could reasonably range from 10%
to 25%.

(a) Identify and plot a Beta model that reflects Palema’s prior ideas about π.

(b) Pamela wants to update her prior, so she randomly selects 90 US LGBT
adults and 30 of them are married to a same-sex partner. What is the
posterior model for π?

(c) Calculate the posterior mean, mode, and standard deviation of π.

(d) Does the posterior model more closely reflect the prior information or the
data? Explain your reasoning.
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